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ABSTRACT 

Although composed in the 1930s, Herbert Howells' Requiem for 

unaccompanied voices was not performed or published until the early 1980s. The 

long period between its composition and publication has left many questions about 

its origins unanswered. The document attempts to clarify the confusing genesis of 

Howell's Requiem, and suggests that the motivation behind its composition was the 

commemoration of those who died in World War I, and not, as has been previously 

supposed, the death of HoweUs' son Michael in 1935. 

The development of Howells' own compositional style is traced through 

musical influences, and the difficult circumstances of Howells' formative years. 

Three stylistic influences are discussed: the generation of English composers 

immediately preceding Howells, the generation of English composers from the 

sixteenth century, and the English countryside and the tunes of its people. 

The last two chapters deal with the Requiem in detail, providing conductors 

with textual and musical analyses and with suggestions for score preparation, 

rehearsal techniques, and performance logistics. 
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CPIAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

For September 6, 1935, Herbert Howells made these terse entries in his diary: 

Friday 6: Nursing home at 8:45 — Dr H at 9 am. With M most of the 
morning — lunch with Scotts. M again at 2.30. Grave change. Mrs 
Fisher came — Mick worse always. Dr H 7pm. Hope, then despair. Dr 
Brunton. Dr. Fisher ... Mick died at 10.10 pm^ 

With these words, a loving father recorded the death of his only son, nine-year-old 

Michael. Over forty years later, Howells would stiU refer to this event as the greatest 

personal tragedy of his Ufe.^ The impact on the composer of this tragically early 

death was profound, affecting many of his compositions, but its affect upon his 

Requiem for unaccompanied voices has been both confusing and disputed. 

Statement of Primary Thesis 

In this study, I wiU attempt to elucidate the confusing genesis of Herbert 

Howells' Requiem, and to provide the choral profession with a practical guide to aid in 

the study and performance of a piece that has been called "one of the greatest works 

of the twentieth century."^ 

' Quoted in Paul Spicer, Herbert Howells, The Border Lines Series, ed. John Powell Ward (Bridgend, 
Wales: Seren, Poetry Wales Press, 1998), 97. 

2 Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: a Stuify, with a forward by Sir David WiUcocks (Borough Green: 
NoveUo, 1978), 14. 

3 Dale Warland, e-mail correspondence with the author, March 18, 2002. 
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Review of Previous Research and Justification for the Study 

Although composed in the 1930s, the fact that the B^quiem was not published 

until 1981 has contributed to the relative obscurity of this work in relation to other 

works of the same period. While there are a few good books written about Howells 

and his music in general, and there is a wealth of journal material written both by and 

about the composer, there is very Httie written specific to his B£quiem. There is one 

dissertation that deals with the V^quiem in detail, written by Arthur LaPierre in 1996, 

but LaPierre writes primarily from an analytical point of view, and his analysis is 

aimed at placing the V^quiem within the stylistic genre of the New English Musical 

Renaissance, rather than for the purpose of the conductor's preparation of the score 

for performance. He identifies six characteristics of the New English Musical 

Renaissance, and analyzes the Vs£quiem to ascertain whether those characteristics are 

present.While certainly a useful method for his purposes, LaPierre's analysis is of 

limited value to the performer. 

Two books by the late Christopher Palmer, Herbert Homlls: a Study and Herbert 

Homlls: a Centenary Celebratioi^ have been helpful in this study. While neither work is 

biographical in scope, they both have many insightful anecdotes from Howells' life 

and quotes from the composer that help to paint a picture of the man and his 

Arthur LaPierre, "Herbert Howells' 'Tiequiem for Unaccompanied Voices' as a Manifestation of the 
New English Musical Renaissance Compositional Style" (D.A. diss., University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, 
1996), 10-11,33-83. 

5 Palmer, Study. 

Christopher Palmer, Herbert Homlls: A Centenary Celebration (London: Thames, 1992, 1996). 
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motivations. Herbert Homlls: a Centenary Celebration includes a chapter entitied "The 

story of Hymnus Paradisi." This chapter contains information that clarifies some of 

the issues relating to Howells' Kequiem, which was the precursor to his Hjmnm 

Paradisi. The first fuU biography written about the composer was published in 1998. 

Written by Paul Spicer, and tided simply Herbert Homlls, it draws upon the author's 

own research as well as previously published sources such as the Palmer books and 

Peter Hodgson's dissertation entitied The Music of Herbert Homi/sJ Spicer takes all 

these facts and anecdotes and weaves them into a compelling account of the 

composer's life and its impact. 

Each of these sources is valuable, yet they are all limited by their large scope. 

Only one deals with the Requiem in much detail, and none of them is written from the 

standpoint of guiding the conductor through the process of preparing and 

performing the piece. 

The first commercial recording of the Requiem was made in 1988, by Matthew 

Best and the Corydon Singers, and since 1992, which was the centenary year of 

HoweUs' birth, there have been a number of excellent recordings made.® These 

recordings have led to an increasing interest in Howells' Requiem in recent years, and, 

for the conductor desiring to prepare and conduct the work, a study such as this one 

^ Peter Hodgson, The Music of Herbert Howells (D.Phil Thesis, University of Colorado, 1970). 

^ Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge, Christopher Robinson conducting (1999, Naxos #8554659); 
the Dale Warland Singers, Dale Warland conducting (1994, American Choral Catalog #120); the Cambridge 
Singers, John Rutter conducting (1993, Collegium #118); the Finzi Singers, Paul Spicer conducting (1992, 
Chandos #9019). 
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will prove both timely and useful. HoweUs' Requiem is a challenging work, but one of 

the goals of the lecture-recital portion of this project was to show that it is accessible 

to the undergraduate college choir. In fact, as we shall later see, the composer had a 

non-professional (but very fine) choir in mind when he wrote it. 
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CPIAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Shaping Influences in Howells' Life 

Herbert Norman HoweUs was born on 17 October 1892, in Lydney, 

Gloucestershire, England, the youngest of Oliver and EHzabeth Howells' eight 

children. His origins were modest. In Howells' own words, "My father was a very 

humble businessman for six days of seven, and a dreadful organist for the seventh 

day."^ In fact, while Herbert was in his adolescence, his father was forced to declare 

bankruptcy, a situation caused by an abundance of kindness coupled with a dearth of 

business sense. Apparendy, Oliver Howells readily forgave his customers their debts, 

but his suppliers were not as generous. Because of the family's shame, many in the 

Lydney community shunned them, and Herbert, as the youngest, was often sent to 

the butcher at the close of the business day to beg for scraps for the family to eat. 

According to Paul Spicer, this early exposure to poverty and the accompanying social 

stigma, which was very strong in that generation, led to a certain lack of self-

confidence about his compositions later in life.^° 

Howells showed an early interest in music, and stories abound of his skiU in 

playing the church organ as a child. He also was an early critic. At the age of eleven, 

frustrated with the poor quality of the music in the Baptist chapel where his father 

' Spicer, 9. 

10 Ibid., 30. 
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was organist, he asked his father if he coiald join the choir in the Anglican parish in 

town. Permission was granted, and soon, the vicar was looking for excuses to have 

young "Bertie" play the organ, instead of the regular organist/choirmaster. 

Given the family's financial constraints, it would have been impossible for the 

future composer to gain any formal training in music, were it not for the generosity 

of the Lydney Squire, Charles Bathurst, and his family, who paid for Howells' lessons 

with Dr. Herbert Brewer, the organist at Gloucester Cathedral. After a period of 

time in which he took only weekly lessons, Howells became Brewer's articled pupil, 

an apprenticeship for which he moved to Gloucester, and in which he received 

training in theory, composition, counterpoint, and lessons in playing the organ for 

services. After two years of this training, Howells was awarded an open scholarship 

in composition to the Royal CoUege of Music in London, where his primary teachers 

were Charles Villiers Stanford and Charles Wood. Hubert Parry, who was the 

director of the school, also had an enormous impact on the young Howells. In fact, a 

few years later, when Howells needed medical attention for a debilitating illness. Parry 

took care of the medical expenses.Ironically, the life-threatening illness HoweUs 

suffered very possibly saved his Ufe. At the age of twenty-three, when most of his 

contemporaries were enlisting to fight in World War I, Howells was diagnosed with 

Grave's disease, and given a prognosis of six months to live. The doctors ordered 

Hodgson, 5. Quoted in Spicer, 16. 

Spicer, 43-44. 



rest, and Howells was prevented from fighting in the war that claimed so many men 

of his generation. After a lengthy convalescence, however, he recovered and 

eventually lived to see his ninetieth birthday, dying on 23 February 1983. 

One of Howells' closest friends during his student years and early adulthood 

was the composer and poet Ivor Gurney. The two met while studying with Herbert 

Brewer at Gloucester, and both went on to study with Stanford at the Royal College 

of Music. When the war began, Gurney volunteered for the army. Although he was 

not killed or even seriously wounded in the action, his akeady weak mental state was 

apparently stretched beyond the breaking point in the horrors of war. After 

Armistice Day, he went back to the Royal College of Music, but his mental health 

continued to worsen and he was eventually committed to an asylum and spent the 

rest of his life institutionalized. 

Howells' Musical Language 

As we examine HoweUs' musical language, we will see how some of the events 

and circumstances in his early Ufe influenced his music. His Royal College of Music 

teachers, along with other contemporary composers such as Ralph Vaughan Williams, 

Edward Elgar, Frederick DeUus, and Maurice Ravel, formed the platform from which 

HoweUs embarked to find his own unique compositional style. Late in Ufe, HoweUs 

would point back to hearing the premiere of Vaughan WUUams' Fantasia on a Theme bj 

Thomas Tallis in Gloucester Cathedral as being one of the great defining moments of 
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his life. He said about the experience, "It was after that that I felt I really knew 

myself, both as man and artist. It aU seemed so incredibly new at the time, but I soon 

came to realize how very, very old it actually was, how I'd been Uving that music since 

long before I could even begin to remember."^^ 

Besides those Uving composers with whom Howells brushed shoulders, and 

who helped to shape his ideas about composition, Howells found a major source of 

inspiration in the beauty and creativity that came from the English composers of the 

Renaissance period, especially those who flourished while the Tudors reigned, 1485-

1603. One may presume that it was the influence of this earlier generation of 

composers to which Howells referred in the quote above. One of the first 

suggestions Stanford gave Howells was to go to Westminster Cathedral to hear the 

choir led by R. R. Terry. Terry was the first conductor in modern times to liturgically 

perform the masses of TaUis, Byrd, and Tye,^'^ and Howells perhaps owes much of 

his affinity for the Tudor style to Terry and his Westminster choir. In Howells' own 

words, "All through my life I've had this strange feeling that I belonged somehow to 

the Tudor period — not only musically but in every way. Ralph Vaughan Williams 

even had a theory that I was the reincarnation of one of the lesser Tudor 

luminaries."^^ Christopher Palmer said this about some of Howells' music: "These 

Palmer, Study, 17. 

Spicer, 35-36. 

Palmer, Study, 11. 
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pieces have all the rain-washed freshness of the first spring flowers, crocus and 

aknond-blossom; yet theic soil is the leafdrift of forgotten centuries."^^ 

One can recognize the influence of the Tudors in Howells' music in several 

ways. While their continental contemporaries were writing mainly four-part music, 

the Tudor composers tended to write for thicker textures of five, six, or more voice 

parts. An extreme example of this trend is Thomas Tallis' Spem in alium, which is 

divided into eight choirs of five voices each. Similarly, HoweUs often used thick vocal 

textures in his choral music, and we shall see later that his Requiem is a prime example 

of this tendency. 

Perhaps the most obvious nods to the Renaissance period in Howells' music 

are his use of modaUty and the independence of each vocal line. Like the Tudor 

composers, Howells' musical language is not governed by a strict harmonic 

progression, but is driven by melodic Hne. This goes hand-in-hand with the use of 

the various modes. HoweUs' music moves with great facility between major, minor, 

and modal keys, the harmony defying quick and easy analysis. In the music of the 

Tudor composers, one can hear the struggle between modaUty and functional 

harmony. In that sense, their music could be considered "pre-functional." In the 

music of Howells, we hear the same struggle, but from the other end of the 

musicological timeline. Howells wrote his music in a time when the bounds of 

functional harmony had been broken. In that sense, his music could be called "post-

Ibid., Study, 26. 
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functional." It is certainly tonal, but the harmonies are not limited to those of 

functional chord progressions. Howells' harmonic language is a beautiful marriage of 

sixteenth-century ideas with twentieth-century impressionistic and romantic notions. 

He was not bound by what a certain chord "should" do, but was led melodically to 

what he wanted it to do. The following illustration further reveals Howells' thoughts 

on this subject. Upon Arnold Schoenberg's death in 1951, the journal Music and 

Letters asked a number of prominent musicians, Howells among them, to comment 

on the impact of the great innovator. Howells' response, quoted here in part, is 

telling: 

Your wish to have a sentence about Schoenberg pulled me up with a 
jolt. It made me realize over-riding reasons why I am unfit to declare myself 

My unfitness rests in (a) my inability to see how theory can precede 
practice in musical composition; (b) a lack of conviction that any creative 
mind can, by cold intellectual exercise, divorce itself from its common 
inheritance; (c) failure to see how such a mind, even if a divorce has been 
effected, can hope to carry more than a minute proportion of human beings 
with it to a lone experimental sphere wherein most of us are reduced to the 
state of inexperienced children, and are confronted by sounds that can have, 
as it were, no emotional values, and only the slenderest logic; (d) my stark 
failvire to get any enrichment of feeling from so much of the music that has 
come out of the most startling burning of boats in the whole history of 
music. 

In Herbert Howells' thinking, art must precede theory, not the other way 

around. He was so motivated by the ability of music to express emotion and beauty 

that he was at a loss when asked to comment on what he perceived as the cold, 

intellectual exercise of Schoenberg's compositional method. He stated it more simply 

Herbert Howells, et al,Afyio/d Sehoenhet̂  1874-1951 Music and Letters ?>2 (October, 1951): 312. 
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on another occasion. Writing about his motivation in composition he said, "I love 

music as a man can love a woman.. .1 have composed out of sheer loving of trying to 

make nice sounds. I have written really, to put it simply, the music I would Uke to 

write and for no other reason."!^ It is perhaps in this attention to writing what 

sounds right, rather than what is theoretically correct, that we hear the spirit of the 

Tudors most clearly. 

The third great source of inspiration for Howells was the English countryside, 

and the folk tunes that were indigenous to it. Like Vaughan Williams and Hoist, who 

were famous for their long walks in the country, Howells and Ivor Gurney used to 

take long walks together, discussing English literature and music, and the influence of 

the pastoral scenes they encountered can be heard throughout the body of Howells' 

musical output. 

These three influences: the generation of English composers immediately 

preceding him, the generation of English composers from the sixteenth century, and 

the English countryside and the tunes of its people, are manifested in Howells' music 

in several ways. From Stanford and the other contemporary composers, he honed his 

impeccable craftsmanship, and refined his use of counterpoint and harmony. From 

the Tudors, he incorporated the use of modality, polyphony, and his tendency toward 

a fuller sonority of five or more voices, rather than the traditional four. From the 

English countryside and her people, he inherited a sense of pastoral beauty, and from 

Lindley. 
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her folk songs, a fuUer sense of the possibilities of modality. Howells' use of the folk 

tune was not as obvious as that of Vaughan Williams and some of the other 

twentieth century English composers, but one can still find their influence. In the 

Requiem, Howells employs modal and pentatonic melodies, and great rhythmic and 

metrical freedom, which are all indications of the influence of English folk tunes. 

These influences, as powerful as they were, do not fuUy explain Howells' style. 

His harmonic language is more dissonant than that of his teachers, and the sheer 

beauty of his music is mixed with a deep ache, a profound longing that brings a 

bittersweet quality to much of his work, and which elevates it far beyond the realm of 

pleasant superficiality. This quality of pain mixed with pleasure — of simultaneous 

suffering and hope — was born out of his own introspective, melancholy nature. It 

was tempered by a childhood of poverty, his own serious iUness as a young man, the 

senseless slaughter of so many of his generation in the Great War, the mental illness 

of his close friend, and the profound loss he suffered at the death of his son. These 

life-influences, combined with the stylistic influences mentioned above, are what 

make Howells' music so powerful for those of a kindred spirit. 

The Genesis of the Requiem 

Now that we have looked at some of the events and circumstances in 

Howells' life that shaped his music, let us examine the history of his Requiem in 

particular. The genesis of Howells' Requiem is shrouded in mystery and 
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misinformation. For more than forty years after its composition, it remained 

unknown, apparentiy to almost all but Howells himself. It was only brought to Ught 

in 1980, when it was released for performance and subsequently published by 

Novello. The BBC Singers, conducted by John Poole, gave the premiere performance 

in November of 1980, but even the exact date of the premier performance is hard to 

determine. Two British music journals give two conflicting dates: one says 20 

November, while another cites 22 November.!^ It is more difficult yet to pin down 

exactiy when Howells wrote the Requiem. The years 1932,1933, 1934, and 1936 have 

all been cited in respected publications as the year of composition. For years, it was 

widely published and supposed that the work was conceived and written only after 

the death of Howells' son Michael in September of 1935 — that it was, in fact, 

conceived in direct response to the tragedy. More recent research, however, points to 

an earlier beginning. In his 1992 book, Herbert Howells, a Centenary Celebration, 

Christopher Palmer cited a letter from Herbert Howells to Diana Oldridge, dated 

Thursday, 13 October 1932. The following is quoted from that letter: 

Dinna! I've added a complete new short work to my holiday list — a brief sort 
of "Requiem" (on the Walford Davies model, but more extended). I began 
flirting with the idea on Sunday. I finished it yesterday and am copying it out. 
It's done especially for King's CoUege, Cambridge — otherwise I might not 
have dreamed of it. There are in it settings of "Salvator mundi'; '23'^'^ Psakn'; 
"Requiem aeternam' (I); 'Requiem aeternam' (II): finally, 'I heard a voice from 
Heaven'. It's all simple Double-Choir stuff: all unaccompanied. I may or may 

Report of First Performance of Requiem, by Herbert Howells (BBC Singers, John Poole, conductor). 
Composer. Maga;^ne of the British Music Information Centre, Spring, 1981,38. Report of First Performance of 
Requiem, by Herbert Howells (BBC Singers, St. John's, Smith Square) The RCM Magat^ne 77 (Spring Term, 
1981): 15. RCM Magazine lists the first performance as occurring on 22 November 1980, while Composer 
gives 20 November as the date. 
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not publish it — depends. But at the moment I Uke it — and I didn'tit on 
my technique! 

In this letter, he names five of the six movements of the published Requiem, 

including the unusual use of two separate settings of the requiem aeternam text. This 

shows, with all reasonable certainty, that the Requiem was not written in response to 

Michael's death, but, in fact, was completed (or at least very nearly so) in October of 

1932, nearly three years before Michael's sudden demise. Even since this information 

was published in 1992, the error of a later date still Hngers, perpetuated, no doubt, by 

the editorial notes in the Novello edition of the published score, which give 1936 as 

the date of composition. In an effort to elucidate this issue, this author entered into 

an extensive electronic mail correspondence with Paul Spicer. Professor Spicer is a 

former student of Howells, is professor of choral music at the Royal College of 

Music, where most of the Howells manuscripts are kept, and is the author of a 

biography of Howells published in 1998. In response to my question about the 1932 

letter, and whether it definitely referred to the published Requiem, or might perhaps be 

referring to something else entirely, Professor Spicer wrote back, "There is no doubt 

that the 1932 Requiem referred to is THE Requiem. There is no other surviving MS 

which bears any resemblance or which sets these words.''^^ It is possible that the bulk 

of the work was written in 1932, and completed in 1936, but it is also possible that 

someone assumed that it was written in response to Michael's death, and Howells, 

2" Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration (London: Thames, 1992), 98. 
Electronic mail correspondence with the author, 13 March 2002. 
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being quite advanced in age and in failing health by the time of publication, did not 

catch the error. Regardless of when the Requiem was completed, the letter of 1932 

shows that the initial impetus for its composition could not have been Michael's 

death. 

If Howells did not write his Requiem in memory of Michael, why did he write 

it? What was the occasion? In the letter quoted above, he says that it was written 

especially for the choir at King's College, Cambridge, but there is no record that Boris 

Ord and his King's CoUege choir ever received the Requiem. In fact, when the work 

was finally published, the score had to be identified and re-assembled by Joan 

Litdejohn of the Royal College of Music Library, suggesting that Howells himself 

never did write a final, completed manuscript of the whole work .22  

This author's belief, although it cannot be proved with certainty, is that 

Howells wrote his Requiem with the untold dead of World War I in mind. The music 

communicates an exquisite blend of pain and peace appropriate for such an 

inspiration. Supporting this view is the fact that he modeled its structure after a piece 

entitled "Short Requiem" by Walford Davies (1869-1941), as he mentioned in the 

above letter. Davies was HoweUs' choir professor at the Royal College of Music, and 

he wrote his "Short R^quieni" while the Great War was raging, giving it the subtitle "in 

memory of those fallen in the war." Perhaps writing his Requiem was Howells' way of 

Editor's comments in Herbert Howells, Requiem, (London: Novello, 1981). 
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seeking expiation for the fact that he did not participate in the war that claimed so 

many lives. 

Why Howells never released the completed work until 1980 must remain a 

mystery, but it fuels the imagination. Simon Lindley has this interesting thought that 

relates the holding back of the Requiem to Michael's death: ".. .perhaps HoweUs' 

reluctance to release the Requiem earlier than he did arose from the terrible thought 

that in composing it at all, he had in some way tempted fate. Who knows?"^^ Paul 

Spicer has a more down to earth opinion. In response to my question on this issue 

he wrote, "He just didn't bother with it. He was hopeless like that. ... Quite 

genuinely he used to forget what he had written and just didn't bother with 

things. I don't know if that was reaUy the case with the Requiem but it is quite 

possible. It was the RCM Librarian who turned it up and persuaded him to have it 

published."^'^ This view is supported by the words of Howells himself in an 

interview conducted by Christopher Palmer for his book, Herbert Howells: a Study. In 

it, Howells said, ".. .in general I've always written first and foremost because I wanted 

and needed to write; performance, publication and the rest I tend, rightly or wrongly, 

to leave to others."^^ This is part of the mystery of Howells. We listen to his music, 

Simon Lindley, -An overview of the music of Herbert Howells and its recentfortunes: An Address by Simon 
Undley, Honorary Secretary, at King's College School, Cambridge, on the occasion of the Annual General Meeting of the Church 
Music Society, 14"" July, 2001 marking the completion of the Society's Howells Series, 
(<http://www.simonlindley.org.uk/Contents/ Articles/Howells/howells.html>, 2001). 

Electronic mail correspondence with the author, 19 March, 2002. 

25 Palmer, Study, p. 14. 

http://www.simonlindley.org.uk/Contents/%20Articles/Howells/howells.html
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and hear such passion, such intensity, and yet it seems that once the composer had 

committed his music to paper, he was content — his job was finished, whether he ever 

heard the piece performed or not. 

One more issue regarding the history of Howells' B^quiem must be explained 

here, and that is its relationship to a better-known work, Howell's Hymnus Paradisi. 

There is no doubt that this larger work, for chorus, soloists, and orchestra, was written 

in memory of Michael. The tide page bears this poignant inscription: 

To my son 
MICHAEL KENDRICK HOWELLS 

in remembrance 
TSiunc suscipe, terra, fovendum, 
gremioque hunc concipe molW^  ̂

The Latin text is by the medieval writer Prudentius, from his Hymnus circa 

exsequias defuncti. As translated by Helen Waddel, it reads, "Take him, earth, for 

cherishing, to thy tender breast receive him.''^^ Even a quick look at the score of 

Hymnus Paradisi reveals that its origins lie in the B^quiem, which he had written just a 

few years earlier. In fact, in practice, it is almost as if the 'Requiem became a 

sketchbook for the Hymnus Paradisi, with large sections of the earlier work placed 

directiy in the later one. For example, the first thirty-one measures of the third 

movement of the Requiem become, with only minor changes and added orchestration, 

the first section of the second movement of Hymnus Paradisi. Some of the material 

Herbert Howells, Hymnus Paradisi (Borough Green; Novello, 1950). 

2'' Quoted in Spicer, 102. This text, long known to Howells, was ulttmately set to music in his Motet on 

the Death of President Kennedy (1964). 
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of the remaining ten measures of the Requiem movement is used later in the Hymnus 

Paradisi movement. In addition, the last movement of the Requiem is almost wholly 

transferred to the fifth movement of Hymnus Paradisi. This sheds even more light on 

why Howells never bothered to publish the Requiem for almost fifty years. Perhaps, in 

Howells' mind, the earlier, shorter work was assimilated into the later, larger one. 

The quotations of the Requiem in Hymnus Paradisi notwithstanding, there is much in 

the shorter work that was never used in the larger, and the Requiem does stand well on 

its own. It is approximately twenty minutes in length and divided into six 

movements. In the next chapter, we will look at the Rxquiem itself in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HOWELLS' REQUIEM 

The Model 

We saw earlier that Howells modeled his Kequiem onJi Short Requiem (1915), 

written by his choral professor, Walford Davies-^s A brief comparison of the two 

works is a good place to begin our deeper examination of Howells' Requiem. Table 

3.1 shows the movement tides of each.^^ 

TABLE 3.1. MOVEMENT TITLES OF HOWELLS' AND DAVIES' REQUIEMS 

Herbert Howells Walford Davies 
1. Sabator mundi 1. Sabator mundi 
2. Psalm 23 2. Deprofundis clamavi 

(The Lord is my shepherd) (Psalm 130 - Out of the deep) 
3. Requiem aeternam (1) 3. Requiem aeternam (1) 
4. Psalm 121 4. Eevavi oculos 

(I will lift up mine eyes) (I will lift up mine eyes) 
5. Requiem aeternam (2) 5. Requiem aeternam (2) 
6.1 heard a voice from heaven 6. A.udi vocem 

(I heard a voice from heaven) 
7. Hymn: Mors ultra non erit 
8. Gloria Patri 
9. Vox Ultima Crucis 

Although Walford Davies' Short Requiem has three additional movements, a 

quick glance at the table shows the textual similarities in the two works. Among 

Walford Davies,^ Short V^quiem in D major (Dorking, Surrey: Royal School of Church Music, 1915). 

A similar table is published in Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Centenaiy Celebration (London: 
Thames Publishing, 1992), 60-61. 
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Howells' six movements, only the second has a text that is significantly different from 

its counterpart in the Davies work, and, although the texts are different, they are both 

psakn texts. The fourth movements actually share the same text, although Davies' 

tide is in Latin. 

There are other similarities beyond choices of text. Davies' work is chiefly in 

D major, and Howells uses D as a primary tonal center of his work. Howells' use of 

solo passages in the second, fourth, and sixth movements is reminiscent of the 

English verse anthem style, and in Davies Requiem, the heritage is even more obvious, 

with movements 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 displaying the typical verse anthem alternation 

between solo and full chorus sections. The psalm settings (movements two and four 

of each Requiem) highlight another similarity: Davies' treatment of these texts is in the 

traditional Anglican chant style,30 and Howells settings are unmetered and chant-Uke. 

There are differences between the two works as well. As Howells wrote in the 

letter to Diana Oldridge quoted in chapter two, his Requiem was written "on the 

Walford Davies model, but more extended." Davies' writing is almost entirely 

homophonic and is much simpler than Howells'. It sounds terse in comparison to 

the lush harmonies, thick textures, and points of imitation that Howells employs. As 

a result, Davies' Requiem is more suitable for use in the parish church, while Howells', 

in comparison, stands alone well as a concert piece. 

Anglican chant is traditionally used for psalms and canticles in the Anghcan liturgy. A very concise 
and helpful guide to AngUcan chant pointing (the method used to indicate the correlation of text and music) 
may be found in Richard F. French's article, "Anglican chant" in The New Harvard T)ictionary of Music (1986). 



It is noteworthy that neither composer's requiem follows anything like the 

traditional Htiorgical pattern for a requiem mass. Composers through the years have 

used the requiem mass text in different ways. Some have set it in its entirety, like Verdi, 

who's Requiem takes over ninety minutes to perform and adds the Ubera me 

responsory from the burial rite. Others, such as Fame, Durufle, and Ligeti, have 

omitted traditional sections, while sometimes adding others, such as the Ubera me and 

the Inparadisum. Even so, Howells' and Davies' Requiems vary from the traditional 

setting to an unusual degree. Table 3.2 shows the movements of Howells' Requiem 

contrasted with those of the liturgical requiem. The Howells titles in the chart are 

written just as printed in the published score, with roman numerals for each 

movement, and the (1), (2) designations for the Requiem aeternam settings. 
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TABLE 3.2. TITLES OF HOWELLS' REQUIEM COMPARED WITH 
LITURGICAL REQUIEM TTTLES 

Howells* Titles Liturgical Titles^^ 

I Salvator mundi 
II Psalm 23 
III Requiem aeternam (1) 
IV Psakn 121 
V Requiem aeternam (2) 
VI I heard a voice from heaven 

Introit (Requiem aeternam) 
Kyrie (I t̂ie eleison) 
Gradual (^quiem aeternam) 
Tract {Absolve, Domini) 
Sequence (D/Vx irae) 
Offertory (Domine Jesu Christe) 
Sanctus (Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus) 
Benedictus (Benedictus qui venit) 
Agnus Dei (Agnus Dei) 
Communion (Eux aeternd) 

From the Burial Service 
Responsory (libera me, Domine) 
Antiphon (In paradisuni) 

A quick comparison will show that Howells' third and fifth movements, 

entided '''Requiem aeternam (1)" and "Requiem aeternam (2)," are the only movements 

that use any of the traditional liturgical text. Even in these movements, Howells' use 

of the text is unique in that he sets only the opening part of the Introitus, and omits 

the psakn verse entirely. 

The fact that Howells wrote for the AngHcan Church affected his choice of 

texts. The first movement, ''^Salvatormundi" is from the Sariam rite, a variation of the 

Roman Uturgy that was developed and used in England from the thirteenth century 

As listed in Ron Jeffers, ann. and comp., Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, vol. 1, Sacred 
iMtin Texts (CorvaUis, Oregon: earthsongs, 1988), 63. 
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through the first half of the sixteenth century, and which had a substantial effect on 

the subsequent development of the Anglican Hturgy. As a whole, Howells' V^quiem is 

a macaronic piece, utilizing both English and Latin texts, but despite its tide, the 

Sabator mundi setting is in EngUsh, in a translation developed and used at Salisbury 

Cathedral. The two psakn settings are also in English, as is the last movement. The 

text of the last movement, "I heard a voice from heaven" (Revelation 14:13), comes 

from the Anglican burial service. 

On the macro level, the texts chosen for Howells' Requiem work beautifully 

together to make a cohesive call and response type of Hturgy. Each of three pairs of 

movements forms a prayer and the subsequent answer. The first movement is a cry 

for help: 

I Salvator mundi 
O Saviour of the world. 
Who by thy Cross and thy precious Blood hast redeemed us. 
Save us and help us, we humbly beseech thee, O Lord. 

This plea for salvation and help is followed by Psakn 23, perhaps the most well-

known and comforting psakn in the Hebrew scriptures. Psakn 23 responds to the 

prayer of the Salvator mundi movement by emphasizing God's help and comfort in 

time of death. In the last Une, it touches on the promise of eternal life. These 

elements serve to make this psakn a very appropriate addition to a requiem setting. 
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II Psalm 23 
The Lord is my shepherd: therefore can I lack nothing. 
He shall feed me in a green pasture: and lead me forth beside the waters of 

comfort. 
He shall convert my soul: and bring me forth in the paths of righteousness. 
For his name's sake. 

Yea, though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: 
Thy rod and thy staff comfort me. 
Thou shalt prepare a table before me against them that trouble me: 
Thou hast anointed my head with oil, and my cup shall be full. 
But thy loving kindness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my Ufe: 
And I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever. 

The third movement is a more specific prayer. It asks, on behalf of the dead or 

dying, that eternal rest and Ught be granted to them. 

III Requiem aetemam (1) 
Requiem aeternam dona eis. (Rest eternal grant them.) 
Ht luxperpetua luceat eis. (And Ught perpetually shine on them.) 
Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine. (Rest eternal grant them, Lord.) 

This request is answered by another psakn of comfort. Psakn 121 assures the 

supplicant that the one who made heaven and earth is the source of help. 

Furthermore, the creator does not sleep, but continually guards and keeps one from 

the dangers of both day and night, and of both coming in and going out. 

IV Psalm 121 
I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills: from whence cometh my help. 
My help cometh even from the Lord: who hath made heaven and earth. 
He will not suffer thy foot to be moved: 
And he that keepeth thee will not sleep. 
Behold, he that keepeth Israel: shall neither slumber not sleep. 
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The Lord himself is thy keeper: he is thy defence upon thy right hand; 
So that the sun shall not burn thee by day: neither the moon by night. 
The Lord shall preserve thee from all evil: 
Yea, it is even he that shall keep thy soul. 
The Lord shall preserve thy going out, and thy coming in: 
From this time forth and forevermore. 
I will Uft up mine eyes unto the hills: from whence cometh my help. 

It seems as if the supplicant is still not content. The final pair of movements begins 

with the same prayer as the previous pair, as if looking for a more specific answer: 

V Requiem aetemam (2) 
Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine, (Rest eternal grant them, Lord.) 
Et luxperpetua luceat eis. (And light perpetually shine on them.) 
Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine. (Rest eternal grant them. Lord.) 

In the final movement, the explicit answer comes, from the biblical text Revelation 

14:13, where the apostie John writes: 

V I I  h e a r d  a  v o i c e  f r o m  h e a v e n  
I heard a voice from heaven, saying unto me. Write, 
From henceforth blessed are the dead which die in the Lord: 
Even so saith the Spirit; 
For they rest from their labours. 

With this assurance of eternal rest, of requiem aeternam, the supplicant is satisfied, and 

the music ends. 
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Musical Analysis and Implications for the Conductor 

This section includes an analysis of each movement of the Howells B^quiem, 

utilizing the principles outlined by Julius Herford in Choral Conducting: Symposium, 

edited by Harold A. Decker and Julius Herford. This type of analysis gives specific 

attention to phrase structure, and is helpful to the conductor in determining both the 

macro and micro shape of the piece. The section will also include observations of 

other implications the analysis has for the conductor, including suggestions for 

rehearsing each movement. 
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Movement I — Salvator mundt 

CHART 3.1. MOVEMENT I - SALVATOR MUNDI 

Howells Requiem - movement I - Salvator mundt 
Slowly, but with flexible rhythm 
(J = c. 56) 

9-17. 17,-24 25-30 

V 

(2+7) (1 + 1+1+3) 

Tonal areas: 
G mj. A mn. B mn. D mj. 

Text: 
"O Saviour.. .world" "O Saviour.. .redeemed us" "Save us & help us" "We.. .Lord' 

Meter: 

Single choir texture Double choir texture 

Chart 3.1 shows a summary of the analysis of the first movement. At the top 

of the chart is the titie of the movement, along with the composer's direction. 
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"Slowly, but with flexible rhythm (J = c. 56)." Below that, the movement is divided 

into four main sections, with the measure numbers indicated. For example, section A 

begins on the third beat of the first measure,^^ ^nd goes through the end of m. 8. 

Just below that, the divisions are graphically illustrated, and we see that the first 

section is one beat plus seven measures long, the curved Une before the seven 

indicating that the phrase begins with an anacrusis. The next Une down is very 

helpful for the conductor. In that Une, we see each of the larger sections broken 

down into smaUer groups of measures, and this helps in making decisions about how 

to shape the phrases. In the case of the first section, labeled "A," we see that the 

seven measures may be divided into two measures plus five measures, and that those 

five measures may be further broken down to two plus three. Not all conductors will 

agree on exactiy how to divide the measures, but doing it on paper Uke this forces the 

conductor to make decisions that wUl enable him or her to shape the phrases by 

giving appropriate emphasis to certain notes and measures — and that will give the 

entire movement a better sense of flow. Forming and studying a chart Uke the one 

exempUfied here can also be an effective tool to aid the conductor in memorizing the 

work. 

Section C on the chart has several elements that can inform the conductor's 

approach. Like section A, it is seven measures long, but now the subdivision is 

The published score includes an optional accompaniment, which begins two beats before the 
voices, and the measures are numbered accordingly. Even so, a note in the score indicates that the composer's 
intention is that the work be performed a cappella, so for our purposes, the movement begins on beat three of 
m. 1. 
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1+1+1+4. Note also that, while the tonality is somewhat fluid, it moves from being 

generally major in the first part of the movement to generally minor near the 

beginning of section C. At the same time, the meter changes from ^ to ^, which 

indicates that the basic pulse of the music doubles in speed. Lastly, it is here that 

Howells moves from a single choir to a double choir texture. In other words, up to 

this point, the movement has been four parts: soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. 

However, at the beginning of section C, it divides into two separate four-part choirs, 

so the texture is twice as thick. All of these things come together to bring increased 

anxiety and tension to this section to illustrate and communicate the text, "save us 

and help us." Being aware of these elements guides the conductor into an artistic and 

passionate rendering of the movement. 

Another important aspect of analysis is to help the conductor to anticipate 

sections in which the singers may have problems when learning the piece. One of 

the hallmarks of Howells' compositional style is the use of "cross relations" (called 

"false relations" by some authors). A cross relation occurs when a pitch is altered 

chromatically between two different voices, either simultaneously, or in close 

proximity. We have already discussed how much Howells was influenced by 

composers of the English Renaissance, and this technique of cross relation is one 

that they used often as they moved back and forth between the pull of modal and 

tonal harmony. Besides being interesting from a musicological point of view, it is 

important to identify cross relations because they are spots where singers often have 
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trouble learning pitches or singing them in tune. Our ears tend to have tonal 

expectations, and when these expectations are not met, it can create problems for the 

singer. One of the densest sections of cross relations in the Kequiem occurs right at 

the beginning. Figure 3.1 shows the first several measures of the piece with six 

different cross relations circled. 
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FIGURE 3.1. CROSS RELATIONS IN SALVATOR MUNDJ 

Slowly ,  bu t  w i th  f l ex ib l e  rhy thm J=c .56  
mp 

Sa  
PP mp 

Sa  -  v iou r  o f  t h  S t t  wor ld  v iou r  o f  t he  

PP mp 

TENOR 

Sa  -  v iou r  wor ld ,  
PP mp 

BASS 

Sa  •  v iou r  

poco  cresc .  

wor ld ,  v iou r ,  S  a  
pocu  cresc .  

v iour ,  

wor ld ,  
mp 

v iour  

v iou r ,  v iou r ,  
poco  cresc .  

v iour ,  

poco cresc 

Sa  and  thy  Who  by  th^  v i o u r .  i ro s s  

Who  V10U r ,  

Cross  and thy Who 

•f-
W h o  b y  t h y  C r o s s  
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These cross relations are indicative of the tonal ambiguity of this first 

movement. While the key signature has two flats, the movement has the pitch D as 

its tonal center. That would lead us to conclude that Howells conceived the 

movement in D phrygian. However, at the outset, an F| accidental produces a D-

major chord. Through the first eight measures, the constantiy changing accidentals 

lead the listener through moments that sound major, minor, phrygian, and dorian — 

all centered on the D pitch. Although tonality is constantiy shifting, remnants of 

functional harmony quietiy move the piece forward and bring a satisfying conclusion 

to the movement. Beginning in m. 24, an A pedal gives a strong dominant function 

which is resolved to D major in the final chord. 

Often a choral piece will benefit from the addition of extra rests that the 

composer did not include. Attention to these is an important part of the choral 

conductor's planning. These additional rests serve to give singers adequate time to 

breathe, and they facilitate the simultaneous sounding of ending consonants that is so 

critical to clarity, especially in thick or complex vocal textures. Many other types of 

markings may be included in the conductor's score to aid in the clear and artistic 

interpretation of a piece. Chart 3.2 gives suggested markings that proved helpful in 

the author's preparation and performance of Salvator mundi. 
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CHART 3.2. SUGGESTED MARKINGS FOR SALVATORMUNDI 

M. Marking 
3 Dot on dotted quarter note is replaced with additional 7. 
5 S, A — whole note becomes dotted half followed by 
7 S, A — tied quarter note on downbeat is replaced with 

T — tied half note on downbeat becomes quarter note followed by 
10-11 Dotted line across the bar indicates that the phrase continues across the 

bar and the rest. (The rest is still observed.) 
13 f dynamic marking at the beginning of the measure (before the 

diminuendo). 
16 f dynamic marking after the crescendo. 
17 Choir I S, A, T — put the s on beat three, eliminating the tied dotted quarter 

note. (This adds clarity by placing the s a quarter count before choir II's 
entrance instead of and eighth count after.) 

18 Choir II — put the s on beat three, replacing the dot on the half note with 
i. 

19 Choic \ — nif after the crescendo and before the diminuendo. 
21 Choic I — crescendo to/ 
21-22 All voices — single x between "us" and "save." An alternate choice would 

be to lengthen beat four slightly to allow time for a double s. 
23 Choir I S, A - 7 on the "and" of beat two. B — ^ on beat four. 

Choir II S, T, B — sUght crescendo before the diminuendo in each voice. A 
— shorten note to place the p of "help" with the choir I altos. 

24 Choit I — sHght crescendo before the diminuendo. 
26 Choir I — J- on downbeat (replace eighth note with i). 

Choir I tenors — from here to the end is easier to sing if they think of it as 
being in G major. 

27 Choir II S, A — replace quarter note on beat one with T — ^ on beat four. 
28 Choir I S, A, B — change first J to J Choir II A — change second J to J 

All — mem vibrato beginning at beat two. 
29-30 All — non vibrato. 
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Movement II — Psakn 23 

CHART 3.3. MOVEMENT II - PSAIM 23 

Howells Rjequiem - movement II - Psalm 23 
The pace to be moderate, the rhythm to approximate, for the most part, to 
speech-values 

B 

1-e 9-21 

('f+ 2 + 4) 

Measures: 
1-6 

Tonal Areas: 
D mn./dor. 

Functions: 

Text: 

7-14 

A mn. 

V 

13 r r (3 + 3 +'3 +^4) 

15-17 18-21 

D mj. Dphr./mn. 

"The Lord is my Shepherd.. .Yea, though I walk..." 
"Thou shalt prepare..." 

"Thou hast anointed..." 
"But thy loving 
kindness..." 

unmetered — measures of various lengths 

The second movement shows its heritage in Anglican chant. It is unmetered, 

and the composer's direction at the beginning is "The pace to be moderate, the 



rhythm to approximate, for the most part, to speech-values." It is in two major 

sections — an opening, solo section, and a tutti section. Like the first movement, it 

centers on the pitch of D, but the mode is ambiguous. In the first six measures, the 

sixth scale degree pivots between B and Bl,, taking the listener unpredictably back and 

forth between D minor and D dorian. Beginning in m. 7, there is a definite dominant 

feel as the mode sHps into A dorian, then, in m. 9, to A minor. In m. 12, a dominant 

pedal enters and drives toward the dramatic shift to D major that accompanies the 

text "and my cup shall be full." From m. 18 to the end of the movement, the mode 

is ambiguous again. In m. 18, an El, suggests D phrygian, but Ei^ in the next measure 

brings it back to D minor. For the next several beats, the second scale degree is 

avoided, leaving the mode unsutre, until the Etj is sounded in the penultimate note of 

the movement. 

In rehearsing this movement, the conductor will want to be aware of the 

shifting modalities and the resulting cross-relations. These spots are likely to be 

difficult for the singers to tune properly and may require special attention. The tenor 

line in mm. 15 through the downbeat of 17 is especially problematic, with two cross-

relations and an unpredictable line. Another issue the conductor must address is how 

to conduct the chant-Hke rhythms of the movement. A suggested method of 

determining this is to first sing through each measure and divide it into natural 

groups of two or three eighth notes. Then the conductor can determine what 

pattern to use in each measure, depending upon the number of groups of eighth 
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notes. Some of the longer measures will need to be divided to ensure clarity of 

gesture. For example, m. 4 has the value of twenty-one eighth notes, but may be 

easily broken down into three smaller groups of quarter-note beats in the following 

manner. From the beginning of the measure through the word "and" may be 

conducted as if it were a two-beat measure. From "lead" through the soprano triplet 

on the word "beside" may be conducted in four, and from there to the end of the 

measure is also in four, but with the final beat elongated to encompass three eighth 

notes. Figure 3.2 shows one possible way to notate the suggested divisions. 

FIGURE 3.2. DIVISIONS FOR CONDUCTING MM. 3-4 OF PSAIM 23 

He sha l l  f eed  me  in  a  g reen  pus - tu re ;  andhead  me  fo r th  be - s iH  

p(SOLO) 3 J 
_  thewa- t e r so f  com-fo r t .  

He  sha l l  f eed  me  in  a  g reen  pas - tu re ;  and l l ead  me  fo r th  be  -  s ide - the  wa  -  t e r s  o f  com -  fo r t .  

3  

One may argue that conducting the fourth measure is unnecessary, and that 

the soloists should simply listen and sing together without direction, but this author 

found that conducting the solo section in this movement produced much better 
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results. It gave the soloists greater confidence and freedom, especially since they were 

widely separated throughout the choitr. 

Chart 3.4 shows suggested measure divisions for the second movement, as 

well as other markings. 

CHART 3.4. SUGGESTED MARKINGS FOR PS AIM 23 

M. Marking 
1 4 beats, 1®*^ elongated. 
2 4 beats, 4*^ elongated. 
4 Divided into 2 beats + 4 beats + 4 beats, with the final beat elongated. 
5 4 beats, 4^ elongated. 
6 Divided into 3 + 3. 
7 Divided into 2 + 3. 
8 Divided into 3 + 2. 
9 Divided into 2 + 3. 
10 Divided into 3 + 2. First J changed to J^7. 

11 Divided into 3 + 2. 
14 Divided into 2 + 3. Basses — 7 before "and my," S, A, T — 7 after "me." 
15 Divided into 3 + 2. Cross relations between T and A (F|-F), and T and S (B-

Bl,). S, A, T — replace the tied triplet eighth note on "oil" with triplet 7. 
16 3 beats. No breath in the basses. 
19 Basses are singing a G dorian scale. 
20 Divided into 3 + 2. Second note in the measure becomes J^7. 

21 Divided into 3 + 2. Subdivide each beat after the opening triplet. 
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Movement III — Requiem aeternam (1) 

CHART 3.5. MOVEMENT III - REQUIEM AETERNAM (1) 

Howells Requiem - movement III - Rxquiem 
Choir I, II 
J = 56 

(1) 

B Ai 

1-13 133-273 274-40 

'2 + 3) 3 + 2) 

choir I 

'4 + 4) 

choir II 

(6" +5) + 3) 

Tonal areas and important chords: see text below 

1 6 13 
pp mp ppp 

Text: 
"Requiem aetemam dona eis, et luxperpetua 

36 

PP 

ets 

274 29 31 
pp mp p 

reqmem aetemam dona ets, 
D amine' 

Meter;4 
4 
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The third movement sets a portion of the Introitus text from the Roman 

Catholic mass for the dead. It is the text that is perhaps most readily recognizable as 

belonging to the Requiem Mass. 

Here again the tonality is ambiguous. The key signature contains two sharps, 

and seems to indicate both E dorian/minor and D major. While two sharps could 

indicate E dorian, Howells indicates the accidental of Ct] often enough that the 

opening measures could be considered to be written in E minor. In m. 5, however, 

an A-major chord followed by a D-major one gives a foretaste of the final cadence, 

and of the ultimate key of D major. The piece also has interesting harmonic motion 

which utilizes movement between poles of relative major and minor. For example, 

the first sub-phrase of the movement ends on a B-minor chord in measure 2, then 

three bars later the phrase ends on B minor's relative D major. Similarly, the next 

phrase begins in m. 6 with a C-major chord, and ends in mm. 12-13 with an A-minor 

one. This move between relative major and minor also occurs on a larger scale in the 

movement. The B minor that gains a foothold in measures 2 and 3 becomes more 

prominent in the "B" section of the piece, beginning in m. 14. The section ends in 

m. 27 with a very satisfying B-minor chord, which both foreshadows and balances the 

movement's final cadence in the relative D major. One of the reasons the cadence at 

m. 27 is so agreeable is that the entire chorus sings homorhythmically there for the 

first time since m. 5. As is seen in chart 3.5, the phrasing of the two choirs is 

separate from mm. 13-27, with choir I being about one measure ahead of choic II. 
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One of the most effective instances of text-painting in the entire work occurs 

in this movement. In the section that begins in m. 13, with the text "Ef luxperpetua 

luceat eif (and light perpetually shine upon them), Howells uses a double choir texture 

and layering of dominant seventh and other chords to achieve a marvelous depiction 

of light. Alone, each of the choirs sounds relatively plain. Choir I sings an emm^s 

chord, then a B-minor triad, followed by C#Mm^ (although to read it that way, one 

must respell the Fli as E#). In m. 17, they sing a B-half-diminished 9*^^ chord, which 

moves to a B-half-diminished Choir II starts in m. 14 with a B minor triad, then 

moves to an EMm'^s, followed by a C|Mm'^2. When these two Unes are layered and 

sung simultaneously, they produce a shimmering, Hght-fiUed effect, especially in the 

first half of m. 16, where two dominant seventh chords come together. 

The unique techniques that Howells employed in this movement require 

careful attention during the choir's preparation process. The chord layering effect in 

the "B" section may be difficult to tune. In mm. 13-24, it is recommended that the 

choics each rehearse their chords separately so that each singer can hear how their 

note fits within the chord and tune accordingly before the choirs are layered together. 

The conductor must also give careful attention to vocal technique in the extremely 

soft dynamic levels demanded. (The dynamic range is fromppp to mp) A very light 

vocal mechanism will help prevent vocal fatigue as well as enhance tuning for this 

movement. 
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Outside of phrasing and harmonic analysis, the present author's score of this 

movement has relatively few markings. Chart 3.6 below shows them. 

CHART 3.6. SUGGESTED MARKINGS FOR REQUIEM AETERNAM (1) 

M. Marking 
5 Breath mark for everyone at the end of the measure. 
13 s on beat 2 
35 Choir II breath with choir I. 
38 Breath mark for everyone at the end of the measure. 
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Movement IV — Vsalm 121 

CPIART 3.7. MOVEMENT IV - PSALM 121 

Howells Requiem - movement IV - Psalm 121 
With some freedom of rhythm J=72 

B 

1-16 17-22 

V 
*(solo) 

r [3 + 4 (2 + 2)] 

Measures: 
1-8 

Tonal Areas: 
B mn. 

Y 

[3 + 5 (1 + 1 + 3)] 

^-11 ^2-16 

Bmj./mn. mod. 

( 1  +  2+6 )  

16-22 

E dorian 

Text: 
"I win Uft up mine eyes...' 

'Behold, He that keepeth.. 
The Lord shall preserve... 

unmetered — measxires of various lengths 

* The solo phrase is seven measures long. In measure 3, the choral parts begin a six-
measure phrase (which may be subdivided in three two-measure phrases), making this 
first section 8 measures total. 

The fourth movement, Uke the second, owes much to the Anglican chant 

form. The opening eight measures are reminiscent of the corresponding movement 
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in Walford Davies' ^quiem in their responsorial psalmody. Primary tonal centers are 

B for the first eleven measures, and E from measure 16 through the end. An often-

recurring C# gives this last section an E dorian sound. The section from measures 

12-16 is modulatory and cadential, setting up the E-minor cadence in measure 16. 

As in each of Howells' movements, the ambiguous tonalities require careful tuning, 

especially at the cross relations found in measures 8-10. Perhaps the conductor's 

biggest initial challenge in this movement is determining how to conduct the chant-

Uke rhythms through the measures of varying lengths. Chart 3.8 below shows 

suggested methods of dividing problematic measures as well as other markings and 

observations. 

CPiART 3.8. NOTES AND MARKINGS FOR PSALM 121 

M. Marking 
3 4 beats, 4'̂  elongated. 
4 "Lord" off on beat 3. 
7 Divided into 3 + 2. 
8 "sleep" off on beat 2. 
11 Divided into 2 + 3. "Sleep" off on 4*^ beat. 
12 Divided into 2 + 3. Replace the dot on the dotted quarter note with 7. First 

of only two //̂ markings in the entire Requiem. 

13 Divided into 2+ 3. Put 7 after "hand." 
15 Divided into 2 + 3. Subdivide the last two beats. 
16 Conduct each eighth note separately. 
17 Divided into 3 + 3, elongated third beat. Replace the final dot with 7. 

20 Conduct the first 3 eighth counts in a small 3 pattern, then the remainder of 
the measure as if in |. 

21 Divided into 2 + 4, subdivide the last two beats. 
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Once the measure divisions and conducting patterns for the movement have 

been determined and marked in the score, it is suggested that the conductor spend 

sufficient time practicing the gestures, so that the potentially awkward passages look 

completely natural. This is imperative to promote the natural, speech-like flow 

necessary for the successful performance of this movement. 

Much of the excitement of Howells' Psakn 121 lies in the careful execution of 

dynamic contrast. The movement contains the first of only two ff markings in the 

whole work, and at the end, diminuendos all the way to ppp. 
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Movement V — Kequiem aeternam (2) 

CPIART 3.9. MOVEMENT V - REQUIEM AETERNAM (2) 

Howells Requiem - movement V - Requiem aeternam (2) 
Quasi lento 

B Ai 

1-14, 143-24 242-33 34-45 

~Y~ 

/7 

[4 (2+2) + 3] 

*(ATB) 

{6+^) 

a 

Tonal areas and important chords: 
D locrian C mj. F mj. 

1-13 

PPP 

14 15 

PP 

20 

P 

10 

(6+4) 

A mj. 

24 28 30 33 

/ ff f P 

emmM'^y Amj. 

433 44 

Text; 
Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine et lux perpetua 

luceat eis 
requiem aeternam dona eis. 

Meter: 
4 (measures 7 and 35 are in 3/2) 
4 

*The phrase begins on 14, for the alto, tenor, and bass, but the soprano phrasing for 
section "B" consists of two 4 Vz measure phrases, beginning one measure later. 
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In the fifth movement, Howells set the "B^quiem aeternam" text a second time. 

As was indicated earlier, this was following the pattern that Walford Davies set in his 

"Short Requiem." It is unclear why Davies set this text twice. It could stem from the 

fact that this text occurs more than once in the Roman Catholic Requiem liturgy. It 

appears in the Introitus and the Communio, both of which are commonly set by 

composers. It also appears in the Graduale, which is rarely set to music.^^ 

This setting is quite different from the one in the third movement. In the 

earlier setting, the dynamic levels remain soft throughout, only ranging fromppp to 

mp. In this setting, they range from ppp to ff. In both movements, Howells is at his 

most descriptive in setting the text, 'V/ luxperpetua luceat eis." In the third movement, 

he uses a double choir texture and layered extended tertian chords to achieve an 

ethereal image of softly filtered Hght. In the second, the light he reveals is brilliant, 

almost bMnding. 

The movement begins with the full choir singing an octave D, at a ppp 

dynamic. After two measures, a Bl, is added, implying Bl, major until m. 5, in which 

an Al, pedal and the addition of El, give us a definite sense of D locrian. The melody 

heard in the soprano and baritone voices in mm. 5-7 becomes a motive that is heard 

repeatedly. In m. 13, we hear the first simple triad of the movement — C minor. The 

cross relation between the E|, in m. 13 and the Eti in m. 14 jars us out of locrian and 

Exceptions include the two Requiem settings of Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842). The first was written 
in 1816 to commemorate the 24''' anniversary of the death of Louis XVI, the second in 1836, most likely in 
anticipation of the composer's own demise. 
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sets up what feels like a dominant/tonic relationship between mm. 14 and 15. This C 

major to F major progression adds emphasis to the text of those measures, "dona eis." 

The section that begins in m. 14 and goes through m. 24 has the alto, tenor, and bass 

parts moving mainly homorhythmically, while the divided soprano part has its own 

melody, rhythm and phrasing. Written at a lower dynamic level, the lower parts are 

somewhat accompanimental, yet they retain their own melodic interest, especially 

from m. 19 onward. 

Measure 24 serves as a pivotal measure, ending the previous phrase and 

beginning the next one. The tenors are the first to cry out "et lu:^" in a figure that is 

reminiscent of a trumpet fanfare. The other parts join in turn, and the intensity 

builds, aided by the abrupt change from A minor in m. 26 to C# minor in m. 27, and 

the resulting cross relation between and C#. In the fourth beat of m. 27, all parts 

come together on the word "perpetua," the A-major chord on the downbeat of m. 28, 

and the extended tertian chords that foUow it shining brightly after the predominandy 

minor tonalities of the preceding measures. The effect is made even more dramatic 

by the dynamic marking oi ff, the second of only two such markings in the whole 

Requiem. 

In m. 34, the text returns to the opening "requiem aeternam" and the music is 

similar, although it is now in E minor, rather than the D locrian of the opening 

measures. The theme that was first heard in the soprano and baritone parts in mm. 

5-7 comes back now, modified in tonality and rhythm, but recognizable enough to 
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provide a sense of closure to the movement. The last two chords are EmmM^y and 

A major, once again giving a sense of dominant-to-tonic finality. 

Phrasing, balance, and intonation are three areas that will require special 

attention while rehearsing this movement. The first four measures work well when 

performed in a static manner, but after that, careful and subtie phrasing will add to 

the effectiveness of the performance. The passages where the sopranos have a 

different phrase structure from the other parts (mm. 14-24, 34-39) need special 

attention with regard to phrasing and balance. A potential tuning pitfaU occurs in the 

section following the dynamic climax of the piece. After the ff singing of mm. 28-29, 

the singers may need to be reminded to listen and tune carefully, particularly in m. 34 

and following when the basses and baritones split. Other places where potential 

tuning problems occur include the cross relations in mm. 13-14 (El, to in alto and 

tenor), and 26-27 (Cti to C| in several voices). 

The first several measures of this movement repeat the word "requierfi" several 

times. Many of those times, the word ends tied to an eighth note. These eighth 

notes may be used to create the illusion of greater acoustic reverberation by closing 

to the "m" on the eighth note and humming through it. Suggestions for doing this 

and other markings are found in chart 3.10 below. 
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CHART 3.10. NOTES AND MARKINGS FOR REQUIEM AETERNAM (2) 

M. Marking 
2 Close to "m" on beat 4. 
4 S — close to "m" on beat 3. 
7 T — ^ on beat 3. BII — close to "m" on beat 3. 
8 S, A — close to "m" on beat 1. 
10 S, A — close to "m" on beat 2. 
14 S — close to "m" on beat 3. 
17 Each voice put 7 between "«/' and '̂'dona." 
18-19 Extend the crescendo to the downbeat of m. 19, no break between the 

measures. 
20 A, T, B — off on beat 2. 
21 A, T, B - 7 after "m." 
24 S — "s" on beat 3. 
25 B — "s" on beat 1. A — "s" on beat 2. 
26 A — "x" on beat 4. B - 7 after ''''perpetual 
27 S - 7 after ''"perpetual T - J after "perpetua." 
28 2""^ of only two ff markings in the whole Requiem. 
29 S, A, T — 7 after ''"perpetua." 

30 B — 7 after "perpetua." 
31 T — 7 after "luceat." 
39 S - 7 after '"eis" to match other voices. 
43 All — 7 after 
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Movement VI — 7 heard a voice from heaven 

CHART 3.11. MOVEMENT VI - 7 HEARD ̂  VOICE FROM HEAVEN 

Howells Requiem - movement VI — 7 heard a voice from heaven 
Slowly and evenly 

A B C 

1-17 18-32 33-58 

\ \ 
V * V • 

^5 

Y ^ 
9 

\
 

/
 V 

10 

V V ^ 

8 

* 

<2 3 

^ ' 

3 
(5 + 6 + 4) (2+ 2 + 6) (2 + 6) 

Tonal areas and important chords: see text below 

Text: 
I heard a voice saying unto me. Write, 
From henceforth blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, 
Even so, saith the Spirit; For they rest from their labours. 

Meter: 
4 (mm. 2-3, 28 and 56 are in 3/2; mm. 24-25 are in 5/4; and m.29 is in 2/4) 
4 

Like Howells' fourth movement, 7 heard a voice from heaven is reminiscent of the 

English verse anthem style. It begins with a tenor solo, and then the full chorus 

continues the thought. This happens later in the movement with the baritone solo. 
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Harmonically, Howells' final movement is very interesting. The key signature 

of two sharps suggests D major, and indeed the piece ends on a D-major chord, but 

it arrives there by a circuitous route. The opening tenor solo seems to be in Bl> major, 

but when the choir enters, it is with a shimmering Bmm'^2. This is the first of several 

inverted extended tertian chords that Howells employs in this movement to impart a 

hovering, ethereal sound that serves to highlight the text extremely well. In addition, 

it sets up the B-minor tonality that is heard at the phrase ending in m. 8 and, as the 

relative to D major, serves as an important tonal area in the movement. The next 

phrase ends in mm. 15-17, this time in F| minor (with a wayward Ct| that threatens 

with an F| diminished chord). The F| minor serves as a weak dominant to the 

previous B minor, but in m. 18, without warning, the baritone signals a wondrous 

return to Bl, major. The bass line and chords that follow outline Bl, major, but with a 

raised 4'^ and lowered 7''". The staggered entrances in mm. 19-21 are Hke pinpoints 

of light leading up to the soft, shimmering glow of the DMm42 (add ^6) in m. 23. In 

m. 28, similar material comes again, this time leading to an undecipherable but 

beautiful chord^'^ at m. 33. The section climaxes with a/dynamic as the soprano solo 

enters in m. 38 on a^, then softening to the F^Mm^a chord in the last half of m. 42. 

After two beats of silence, the choir shifts back and forth between F#Mm^ and G 

minor (add raised sixth) for two measures before the crushing dissonance on the first 

beat of m. 46. This dissonance, caused chiefly by the simultaneous cross relation 

One coxild call the chord a Dl.mlVr' (add Bl,), but would have to respell the alto line's E as F|,. 
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between the F| in the bass and the Fb| in the soprano, serves to accentuate the 

heaviness of the labors from which the saints rest. When the baritone solo returns in 

m. 46, it has the same melodic material as the tenor solo at the opening of the 

movement. This time, the A (sung in mm. 49-51), serves as a dominant note to set 

up the exquisite modulation to D major as the semichorus enters in m. 50. Measure 

52 and following display the shimmering inverted seventh chords to which Howells 

keeps returning in this movement and, at the same time, shifts the tonaUty to B 

minor, which continues until the final two measures bring a cadence in D major. 

Even in the penultimate measure, the baritone solo and the first tenors hold onto the 

B minor tonality by singing a B against the D-major chord of the other voices before 

reluctantiy resolving it as a 6-5 suspension. This final, inevitable resolution to D 

major brings the entire V^quiem back to its starting place and provides an extremely 

satisfying conclusion. 

Howells final movement is full of contrasts. The dynamic markings range 

fromppp to f and the texture varies from solo voice, to compact chords (such as the 

first choral entrance, which encompasses an interval of only a sixth), to the widest-

spread chord in the entire B^quiem, in m. 38, which encompasses almost three octaves. 

The texture also varies from strict homorhythm, such as in the first choral section, to 

points of imitation (mm. 19-22, 28-32), to triple and duple rhythms juxtaposed in m. 

37. In addition, this movement contains more cross-relations than any other 

movement since the first, and most of them are simultaneous cross-relations. These 
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dissonances emphasize that quality of profound longing and bittersweet beauty that 

characterizes so much of Howells' music. 

Chart 3.12 shows the cross-relations that occur in movement VI, along with 

other score markings. 

CHART 3.12. NOTES AND MARKINGS FOR 
I HEARD A VOICE FROM HEAVEN 

M. Marking 
3 Replace tied eighth note with 7. 

4 Slight diminuendo for first half m., then slight crescendo for second half. 
6 Slight diminuendo for first half m., then slight crescendo for second half 
8 cut "Lord" on beat 4. 
11 A, T, B — J on beat 4. 
13 No break in the measure. 
17 S, A, T, B — off on downbeat. 
19-
21 

Conduct "pin-point" entrances. 

22 Crescendo to mp+. 
23 Subito p. 
24 Divided into 2 + 3. Cross relation between bass (Gi^) and alto 1 (Gl>). 
25 Divided into 3 + 2. All - 7 after "Lord." 
27 Cross relation between bass (Fti) and alto (F|;). 
28 B — first J becomes J Cross relation between bass (Dlii) and alto (Dl,). 
29 T — cut tied eighth note in order to match the basses' j- sound. 
31 B — change second J to J 
32 S, A, T — 7 after "blessed." 
34 All but SI - 7 after "dead." 
36 SI, Al, A2, Bl, B2 — ^ on beat 4. 
39 Cross relation between bass 1 (F|) and alto (Fl^). 
41 Cross relation between tenor (F|) and sopranos (Ft]). 
46 Cross relation between bass (F|) and soprano (Fb]). 
53 Semi-chorus — cut "labours" on the downbeat. 
56 T, B — off on the downbeat, S, A — change half note to J 
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CHAPTER 4 

REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE PROCESSES 

The Lecture-Recital that this document accompanies took place at 7:00 pm on 

2 April 2002. It was held in the Chapel of the Benedictine Sanctuary, 800 N. Country 

Club Drive, in Tucson, Ari2ona. The demonstration choic was The University of 

Arizona's 52-voice Symphonic Choir, conducted by the present author. This portion 

of the paper wiU deal with the rehearsal process and some of the decisions that had 

to be made about the performance. 

In his letter to Diana Oldridge, referenced in chapter two, Howells described 

his ^quiem as "simple double choir stuff" On the contrary, this music is anything 

but simple. Rehearsing and performing Howells' Requiem proved to be a significant 

and rewarding challenge, even with the very capable students of the Symphonic 

Choir. As outlined briefly in chapter two, the Kequiem shares much of its music with 

Hymnus Paradisi. While little is written about the Requiem and the experience of 

various choics in preparing it, there is a letter in which John Sumsion recalls the 

process of preparing the choir for the premiere performance of Hymnus Paradisi: 

You will remember that in a recent talk with me you wondered if we 
found Hymnus a difficult work to teach to the Chorus. Well, I certainly 
do remember, because the Chorus did find it difficult; not, basically, 
because the individual voice parts were esp. troublesome, either tonally 
or rhythmically, hut because there were so many of them! Consequently one 
had to do an awful lot of "one voice at a time" rehearsing, which of 



course means that meanwhile the other voices (3, or often 7) had to sit 
and listen until their time came. Then one had to put the different parts 
together in smalHsh groups before there was any hope of final note-
accuracy in all the parts when sung together. ̂ 5 

Later in the letter, Sumsion wrote that, while the festival chorus had sung 

some very difficult works before, the Howells piece was unusually difficult for them 

to learn. These observations are similar to our experience with the Requiem. It is 

divided sixteen different ways, into two choirs of eight parts each. It never actually 

divides into sixteen simultaneous parts, but sometimes it goes to eight or more, and this 

thickness of texture requires a great deal of concentration and work from the singers 

to keep the complex chords absolutely in tune. 

Besides having a thick texture, Howells' Requiem is harmonically subtie and 

emotionally deep; it needs time to gestate in the singers' minds. Its depths cannot be 

fully grasped or appreciated in just a few rehearsals. It was gratifying to see how 

many of the choic members went out of theic way to communicate how meaningful 

this music was to them and how much they enjoyed it, but it took several weeks of 

rehearsal for many of them to gain that deep appreciation for it. 

Another issue the conductor must deal with is the formation in which the 

choir stands for performance. For this performance, several formations were tried in 

rehearsal. During the experimentation, the author's goal was to find one formation 

Quoted in Christopher Palmer, Herbert Howells: A Centenary Celebration. (London: Thames 
PubHshing, 1992), 108. 
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that would work well for all six movements even though they have very different 

textures. This was important, because to change formations in between the 

movements would have detracted from the continuity of the performance. Most of 

the formations tried were for double-choir, meaning all the singers of Choir I were 

on one side, and those for Choir II were on the other. This followed the advice of 

other choral professionals with whom the author consulted regarding this issue. 

Surprisingly enough, in the end, the formation that worked the best was a completely 

mixed one. Almost all the singers were surrounded by singers of different voice 

parts, and the placement of singers in relation to their position in Choir I or Choir II 

was random, being subservient to the blending of voices across each line. The way 

Howells uses the double choir technique, it has more of a layering than an antiphonal 

function. Because of this, the mixed formation works quite well, because it enables 

the singers to hear all of the different parts equally and to tune their own voices 

accordingly. 

Another issue to decide upon for live performance was the method of 

providing starting pitches to the choir. It is desirable for the choir to receive a fresh 

pitch at the beginning of each movement, but very undesirable to have a pitch pipe 

audibly sounding each time. To solve this problem, there were three tuning forks 

tuned to A 440 distributed throughout the choir. Those with the forks would 

discreetiy get an A pitch, and then softiy hum the appropriate starting pitch so that 

only the choir could hear. For Sabator mundi, two singers gave D. For Vsalm 23, the 
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soloist had a fork to get her own A, and for Kequiem aeternam, two singers gave A. For 

the fourth movement, a singer next to the soloist hummed B. Two singers gave D 

fof movement five, and for the last movement, the soloist simply went up a half step 

from the fork he carried. 

The final issue to address in this section is that of the performance venue. It 

is best that a piece of this type have a live acoustical environment, preferably that of 

a church, since that is the acoustic that Howells had in mind when he wrote it. The 

Benedictine Chapel in Tucson, while not of the same dimensions as the King's 

College Chapel at Cambridge, worked very well for the piece. The choice of venue, 

and its reverberation time, will also affect tempos, and should be carefully considered 

during the rehearsal process. 

Conclusion 

It is this author's hope that the present work will encourage others to perform 

Herbert Howells' Requiem. Rehearsing and performing it has been a tremendously 

rewarding experience, for both the writer and the choir he directed, and we would like 

to see others be encouraged and challenged by Howells' work as we have. 

In this music, one may clearly see the paradox of Herbert Howells. In one 

sense, he writes with the cool objectivity of the high renaissance, but his harmonic 

language and his ability to build intensity into the melodic line infuses the V^quiem 

with a romanticism that constantiy simmers, but never boils over. May its refined 
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passion move you, as it has countless others, to express what is otherwise 

inexpressible - the deepest desires of your heart. 
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